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Short Description

The ARCTIC HC 01-TC is a hard drive cooler for 3.5� hard drives. The 5¼� case incorporates the drive and
isolates it with absorption foam, so that no noise is transferred from the drive to the case. A temperature
controlled 40mm fan helps to cool the drive.

Description

The ARCTIC HC 01-TC is a hard drive cooler for 3.5� hard drives. The 5¼� case incorporates the drive and
isolates it with absorption foam, so that no noise is transferred from the drive to the case. A temperature
controlled 40mm fan helps to cool the drive.

Features

Advanced Temperature Control Function

The ARCTIC HC 01-TC employs temperature control technology that measures the temperature of the hard
drive and controls the fan speed automatically � the warmer the hard drive gets, the faster the fan spins to
dissipate the emitted heat.

Virtually Silent>

The ARCTIC HC 01-TC is a single cooling frame for hard drive that isolates it from vibrating with the chassis.
This cooler also features absorption foam to eliminate vibration, spinning and excess noise of the running
hard drive. The fan remains virtually silent at most times as the maximum fan speed is only activated when
the hard drive is above 47°C.
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Lowering noise and the temperature at the same time

Thanks to the combination of absorption foam and the temperature controlled fan, the ARCTIC HC 01-TC not
only lowers the noise emitted from the hard drive, it also lowers the temperature.

Specifications

Dimensions (Packaging) 200 L x 155 W x 45 H mm

Dimensions (Product) 186 H x 145 W x 43 H mm

Compatibility 3.5" SATA Hard Drive

Application 5.25

Fan (mm) 40

Rated Fan Speed 1600 - 4600 RPM, (Temperature Controlled Fan)

Material Steel

Model # PCACO-HC00100-GB

Weight 0.58 kg

Additional Information

Brand Arctic

SKU AC-HC01-TC

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Device Type Hard Drive cooler

Bay Size 3.5" Bay

Special Price $9.99
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